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Nathan,
Ever since the Car Club Cavalcade Opel exhibit last fall I’ve been itching to bring in another group of car
that I think would surprise, amuse, and possibly shock your visitors.

One of the cars in the Opel exhibit was a race car that Alan Brattesani and I run in the 24 Hours of
LeMons (24HOL) series, a budget racing series whose aim is to make racing fun by keeping it cheap and
discouraging, to put it mildly, the ego-driven and overly serious approach that seems to typify motor
sports of all kinds. In this series cars must cost $500 or less, not including safety gear and when
warranted, theme costs. Themed cars are a staple of 24HOL, and we can get anything from a 15 foot
long model of the space shuttle on the top of a car to a NASCAR Mayer Wienermobile, to an impolite
parody of that Tiger Woods episode, the Faster Farms Plymouth Belvedere, which is driven to the track,
raced, then driven back home, and the team shows up in head-to-foot chicken suits. We get all sorts of
wonderful silliness at these races. The enthusiasm for theming the cars probably exceeds that of building
some of the unique machines people actually bring to these races.

What kinds of machines, you ask? At last week’s race at Sears Point the Mrolla returned for its third race
and it was finally pretty well sorted out. The Mrolla consists of the front half of a FWD Corolla and the
RWD end of an MR2. Yes, 2 engines and 2 drive trains, and it is running great. Another favorite, Angry
Hamster Racing’s Honda Z600, nicely done up and powered by a motorcycle engine of some kind. It
sounds glorious and it runs like hell. I love being passed by that car. Well, I don’t actually, but it looks

Over 130 cars raced at Buttonwillow Raceway last December, covering over 67,000 miles in this 15-hour race.



and sounds great streaking by.

Then there is the Model T GT, a car built using a spare 1927 Model T frame and other parts, a modern
Ford V8 and other hardware, fenders off a trailer, etc. There is nothing like it, and it is by no means
another rat rod show car. It is an endurance racing car, driven by some of the best drivers in northen
California, and it is registered for street use. And at the last race we had a new entry that solved the
problem of preparing a car that both large and small drivers could pilot. It was a conventional Super
Beetle, except that it was dual drive, one side set up for tall drivers, the other for short drivers.

Odd and ill-advised motor swaps are not unusual in LeMons but last weekend Evil Genuis Racing
showed everyone how bland all such efforts to date had been. He brought a Miata powered by a
snowmobile engine, complete with a belt-driven, constantly variable transmission (no shifting), and it ran
great, to even their surprise. And it gets even crazier. One of the east coast teams is finishing up an MR2
that is powered by a 5-cylinder radial engine. Yes, an airplane engine! It is a monstrosity, and it is
glorious. The whole LeMons world wants to see it race.

The racing itself, while not serious, is earnest, and legit, and tougher than most of the weekend races
you’ll see at tracks around the country. These are endurance races, lasting anywhere from 15 hours over
two days to a true overnight 10 AM-to-10 AM 24 hour race. Cars cover anywhere from 700 to 1000
miles, and with as many as 170 cars on track, total miles raced in a single weekend is greater than 2½
trips around the Earth (We raced over 67,000 miles at Buttonwillow last December.). Actually, some cars
are lucky to complete 10 laps, about 30 miles in total, but every mile counts!

But who drives these things? Everybody! Drivers range from family teams including mom, dad, and two
teenage kids, to professionals like Tony Stewart and Tommy Kendall. Many teams have a lot of racing
experience, but I’d estimate that a third had never raced at all before they got involved in LeMons. Count
me and my team as being in that third.

So that is LeMons, as I see it as a team captain and driver. It is genuinely fun, relatively cheap, and
accessible to most people. And it is creative, oh so very creative. And irreverent. It is not in awe of
conventional automotive history, though it does “celebrate” the various eras in its own special way. But
mostly, it is for everyone. It is not an exclusive club for checkbook racers and national level sponsors. It
is genuine racing, for everyone. And that is why I think a 24HOL display would be perfect for the
California Automobile Museum. CAM is a history museum that houses rare historic machines from the
earliest days of motoring history along with pristine examples of car real people actually drove, cars we
remember from our childhoods. It is not simply a collection of rich people’s stuff. It is genuine
automotive history, for everyone.

So back to my original point, a 24HOL display at CAM. I think it would be interesting, eye-opening,
humorous, and yet still serious. These are real race cars and they are currently being raced. They are still
making their history. Sure, they aren’t “real race cars”, like the ones we see on TV, and the mere idea of
someone even considering racing an ‘86 Citation, or a ‘59 Lloyd Alexander, or any Geo Metro or God
forbid a Kia, would dumbfound their designers, and then put a smile on their faces. Then I try to imagine
the reaction of someone seeing the Angry Hamster or the Faster Farms cars on display. I imagine a gasp,
then confusion, then the realization, that driving one of those would be a hell of a lot of fun, why am I
sitting on the sidelines, and I must do this! Either that, or they step back as to avoid catching some as yet
undiscovered disease. But in both cases, they’d have to be thinking, I would have never thought of doing
that. I didn’t even know it was possible. I’ll never look at cars the same way again.



Besides the novelty factor, I think there is actually a history element to this story. Racing has been getting
more and more expensive and less and less fun due to the seriousness of the competition. It seems
everyone wants to be the next Jeff Gordon or something. Anyway, Jay Lamm started LeMons as both a
commentary on this situation and as a way to fix the problem. The idea took off and now we finally have
budget racing that pretty much anyone can do. Since LeMons got started another series has been created,
the Chump Car Series, which attests to the interest in this kind of racing. Jay may have single-handedly
changed the face of motor sports, forever, and we in northern California are again ground zero for yet
another new cultural phenomenon. OK, that may be overdoing it a bit, but I still think this may be the
start of something.

I was thinking there could be two ways to do this. 1) an exhibit like the secondary exhibits that CAM has
done, the “Sirens of Chrome”, for example. 2) Get some folks together to form a club and then display
some cars as part of the Car Club Cavalcade. Or a variation on this, consider LeMons a group, like
SCCA and NASA, and let them put together an exhibit.

What are your thoughts? Would this be possible? Are you going to revoke my CAM membership for
even suggesting this?

I am attaching photos of some of the cars I mentioned above. I have even talked to a few of the teams
about this idea and they are definitely interested.

By the way, I am not a representative of the 24 Hours of Lemons. I simply race a car in this series. Jay
Lamm (LeMons chief) doesn’t even know I am proposing this to you, but if it looks like this could be a
go I’ll contact him to see how involved he wants to get. (I’m hoping he could cover the cost of posters,
etc.)

Sincerely,

Mike Meier
Caption, Team Tinyvette
e: mlmeier@kstreetstudio.com
p: 530-297-7505
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Angry Hamster Racing has been running this Honda Z600 for about 3 years, and it just keeps getting
better.

The 1959 Lloyd Alexander was at Sears Point for its seconds race. It completed 10 laps, but it will be
back!



The Faster Farms Belvedere has been racing in Lemons for years. It is driven to the track, raced, then
driven home again. It is a fan and paddock favorite



Alan is taking the car out for the start of the 2012 Sears Pointless race, in the rain, with 170 other cars!
The Tinyvette is one of many cars whose themes are either parodies of homages to famous race cars.

Judge Phil’s pillar cam, mounted on the back of the Faster Farms Belvedere, caught this photo of the
Tinyvette early in the race, in the rain.



Spank brings some unusual cars to these races, and some of the best themes, such as this Jay Lamm and
Donald Trump presidential campaign car, complete with a Donald Trump hair do. Photo by Mike Meier.

The Model T GT raised the bar by several notches for builders who wanted to bring an unusual car to
these race. Plus, it sounded great and it was fast. Please note that the Wile E. Coyote Miata in the
background also had a great race that weekend, along with its sister “Road Runner” car. Photo by Mike
Meier.


